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Use quotation marks at the beginning and end of the words that someone says . 

Example:   “It is nice to see you,” said Mrs Patel. 

1 . Write the sentence . Add quotation marks .             We will have fun, said Mary. 

______________________________________________________________________

2 . Rewrite the sentence using capital letters and punctuation correctly . 

our teacher, ms. wong will be giving us a test on wednesday

______________________________________________________________________

3 . Correct the sentence . Use a comma between a city or town and its province .

carlos and his family live in Winnipeg Manitoba

______________________________________________________________________

A possessive noun shows who or what something belongs to .  
Add an apostrophe (’) + s to a singular noun to show belonging . 

Example:    the coat belongs to my mother       my mother’s coat

1 . Write the singular possessive noun for each example below .

a) the bike that belong to Amira ________________ bike    ( Amira’s    Amiras )

b) the game that belongs to Justin  ________________ game    ( Justin    Justin’s )

2 . Make the nouns plural . 

a) arm ____________   c) bush ____________   d) child ____________

3 . Write the correct present tense form of the verb do .     

a) I __________ not like cereal.  ( do does )     

b) He __________ not want help.  ( do does )

MONDAY • Sentence Structure and Punctuation

TUESDAY • Grammar and Usage

Week 4
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Similes are phrases that use the words as or like to describe something or 
someone .

Examples:   Tao is as brave as a lion.           That quiz was as easy as ABC!

1 . Put a check mark beside the sentence that contains a simile .

As I walked to the store, I saw a squirrel. ____   His eyes were as dark as night. ____

2 . Complete the similes . 

a) Without his glasses, Dave felt blind as a __________________________. 

b) Grace is a fast runner. She runs like a   ___________________________. 

3 . In this metaphor, circle the correct meaning of the underlined phrase .

The room is a freezer.             The room feels cold.           The room has food.

1 .  A root or base word is a word used to make other words .  
What is the base word? 

a) biggest _________________       b) unhappy  __________________

2 .  Prefixes are letters added to the front of a word to change its meaning .  
Choose a prefix from the list to add to each base word . 

re       un       dis       mis       pre       im       in

a) heat  ________________________ b) do  ________________________

c) organize _____________________   d) honest _____________________

e) prove _______________________  f) side _______________________

g) interest ______________________ h) take __________________

WEDNESDAY • Figures of Speech

THURSDAY • Word Study

Week 4
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Persuasive writing gives your opinion and tries to convince the reader to agree  
with you . 

Read the statement below . Write a persuasive paragraph to convince the reader of 
your opinion . Make sure to add details to support your thinking .

“School is more fun than staying at home .”

I (agree, disagree) that school is more fun than staying at home.  

First of all, _______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Another reason   __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Also, ___________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

This is why I think   ________________________________________________________

FRIDAY • Writing Prompt
Week 4

  I clearly stated my opinion.

  I stated strong reasons and gave details.

   I organized my ideas in a way that 
makes sense. 

   I used linking words to connect 
my ideas.

   I checked for correct spelling and 
punctuation.


